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Description/Summary
Although discussions about the global environment are now a daily occurrence—from companies touting energy-saving products to politicians debating how to best address the issue of climate change and other environmental concerns—it remains a topic plagued by misinformation and ideologically skewed arguments. For nearly twenty years, Global Environmental Politics has provided an up-to-date, accurate, and unbiased introduction to the world's most pressing environmental issues, and the fifth edition continues this tradition. Offering a comprehensive yet concise overview of the environment and international politics, this updated edition includes new material on the latest international environmental regimes, climate change, the environmental challenges of free trade and globalization, and the growing role of the environment in global security. It is vital reading for anyone wishing to understand the current state of the field and to make informed decisions about which policies might best safeguard our environment for the future.
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International Environmental Negotiation. Political Economy of the Global Environment. Security and the Environment. Science and Politics/Policy. DOI: 10.1093/obo/9780199743292-0014. Introduction. Global environmental politics is a relatively new field of study within international relations that focuses on issues related to the interaction of humans and the natural world. Global Environmental Politics examines the relationship between global political forces and environmental change, with particular attention given to the implications of local-global interactions for environmental management as well as the implications of environmental change for world politics. SJR is a measure of scientific influence of journals that accounts for...
Both the number of citations received by a journal and the importance or prestige of the journal's Global Environmental Politics. By definition, environment are the external surroundings that characterize the neighborhood that we live in. Global on the other hand refers to something that is worldwide in terms of coverage and influence. When we talk of global environmental politics, the major focus is the relationship that exists between politics and the environment and how each especially the former has influenced and affected the latter.

Initially, the two, politics and environment did not influence each other as much.